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In order to address some of the cited limitations of 
existing approaches, this paper proposes an easy to 
use semantic framework for the discovery of services 
described in Web Service Description Language. The 
proposed approach generates concrete similarity 
score which facilitates the ranking of existing ser-
vices. Our framework supports formulation of easy 
user request, keeping the user technical expertise 
independent of the technical knowhow of the servi-
ces. Service provider’s comments written in natural 
language as documentation have been utilized to 
match the user requirements in a better way. The 
proposed solution for semantic web service discovery 
integrates the syntactic as well as semantic informa-
tion of a web service and tries to utilize the hidden 
semantics of the existing services. The rest of the 
paper is divided into following sections: section 2 
provides the literature review and section 3 illustrates 
the proposed framework for describing new semantic 
matching algorithm; evaluations and results have 
been presented in section 4 and finally conclusion 
and future scope are covered in section 5. 

II.   RELATED WORK

It has been analyzed that most of the existing ser-
vice discovery approaches adhered strictly to single 
service description languages and standards like 
DAML-S, OWL-S, WSMO, WSDL, SAWSDL, etc.
These approaches vary on I/O matching vs. IOPE 
matching. DAML-S based approach [17] and OWL-S
based approaches [12, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22] and 
SAWSDL based approach [14] perform Input-Output 
(IO) matching on service profiles whereas approaches 
in [13, 23] perform IOPE matching. Research has 
been focused on addition of the semantics into the 
frameworks like WSDL using SAWSDL and WSDL-
S. In [24], a WSDL-S based discovery technique over 
federated registries using the METEOR-S infrastruc-
ture has been proposed. 

Some hybrid approaches [12, 13, 15 and 14] have 
also been proposed which considers semantic as well 
as syntactic description of the services. OWLS-MX 
[12] is an OWL-S based hybrid matchmaker that 
gives semantic as well as hybrid degree of matching. 

In comparison to input and output (I/O) parame-
ter matching by Klusch et al.[12], ITL based LARKS 
[15] perform IOPE matching. LARKS do not sup-
ports logical subsumes and hybrid nearest neighbor 
and has never been evaluated experimentally. Similar 
to OWL-MX, WSMO-MX [13] is also a hybrid match-
maker but it matches IOPE’s of profiles instead of 
(I/O) and is based on WSMOframework. SAWSDL-
iMatcher [14] annotates semantics to the existing pro-
files and supports user customizable matching stra-
tegies according to different application requirements.

One of the major shortcomings of OWL-S based 
approaches is that it does not support mapping. 
Compared to OWL-S, WSMO is capable of modeling 
mediation for handling ontology heterogeneities in 
ontologies. Further, it has been observed that hybrid 
approaches based on logical reasoning are computa-
tionally expensive. 

Among the various data mining based approaches, 
majority of them use classification and clustering to 
find semantic similarity between the services [25, 26, 
and 27]. SWSC [25] method uses Jaccard coefficient 
and hierarchical agglomerative clustering whereas in 
comparison Wen et. al [27] has modified the K-
Mediod clustering mechanism to sort out the problem 
of web service discovery.

Batra and Bawa [26] propose a classification 
based approach that uses the Normalized semantic 
score MSR for semantic web service discovery.

In [28], García et al. use SPARQL-based reposi-
tory filter for improving the semantic web service 
discovery. 

III.   SEMANTIC MATCHING APPROACH 
FOR WEB SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS

The proposed discovery framework aims to pro-
vide efficient discovery of services by combining the 
semantic and syntactic information from the service 
profiles. The complete discovery framework and al-
gorithm is depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Initially, 
the services are parsed using the text miner. This 
involves removal of markup(s), translation of upper 
case characters into lower case, punctuation and 
white space removal, followed by the stop word re-
moval, etc. The textual documentation, arguments, 
operations and service name from the service profiles 
are extracted out. After preprocessing, the statistical 
weights are assigned to the terms using four different 
widely used weighing schemes of information 
retrieval i.e. TFIDF scheme, Binary scheme, Term 
Occurrence and Term Frequency. Further, a semantic 
relatedness matrix is generated using WordNet based 
measure of semantic relatedness. In next step, the 
syntactic vectors are transformed into the semantic-
cally enriched service vectors through semantic in-
tegration engine. The query is also transformed to the 
semantic query vector using the semantic integration 
engine.

The similarity match engine calculates the 
similaritysemantic _ between the semantic query vec-

tor Query with the semantic description vectors of 
services present in the four kernels. Based on user 
specified threshold value ThresholdUser _ , a ranked 
list of relevant services having similaritysemantic _
greater than  ThresholdUser _ are returned to the user.
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I.   INTRODUCTION

Web services provide standard mechanisms for 
integration of distributed application over hetero-
geneous platforms [1]. Major challenge in the current 
service oriented architecture is to have automatic 
discovery process for the desirable services. 
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The existing service standards like Extensible 
Markup Language (XML) [2], Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) [3], Web Service Description Lang-
uage (WSDL) [4], Universal discovery and descrip-
tion Integration (UDDI) [5] are confined to syntax 
based matching scheme, where matching of service 
profiles is purely syntactic. This type of matching 
considers only those services whose syntactic de-
scriptions exactly match the query keywords irres-
pective of semantic relatedness between the terms. 
Therefore, the outcome is either no results or a list of 
irrelevant services. Due to usage of different key-
words, several services having semantically similar 
terminology are excluded from the result set, al-
though they are potentially good candidates for the 
user’s request. Therefore, human intervention is re-
quired in the service discovery process to filter the 
relevant services out of the resultant list. The nume-
rous approaches for web service discovery range 
from Information Retrieval based similarity measures 
to semantic logic-based inference rules [6]. 

The current semantic approaches for web services 
discovery presume the services to be described in se-
mantic description languages like OWL-S [7], WSMO
[8], WSDL-S [9], SAWSDL [10], etc. Although, the se-
mantic web technology is a promising way towards the
realization of automatic discovery of web services but
practical limitations of the semantic based approaches 
is that it is not possible to expect all service reques-
tors and service providers to have same understand-
ing of context and to use same ontological concepts. 

Frameworks like OWL-S [7], WSMO [8] and 
WSDL-S [9] assume request as a web service and ask 
the user to express the request in a formal specified 
language which requires that web service users be 
friendly with these technologies and frameworks. 
Existing Web Services, whose descriptions are writ-
ten in syntax based languages like WSDL, do not 
have explicitly associated semantics in their descript-
tions. Further, it is not feasible to have semantic 
tagged descriptions for all the new services. Thus, it 
can be concluded that annotating semantics to the 
existing services is time consuming, cumbersome and 
nearly impractical. 
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The existing service standards like Extensible 
Markup Language (XML) [2], Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) [3], Web Service Description Lang-
uage (WSDL) [4], Universal discovery and descrip-
tion Integration (UDDI) [5] are confined to syntax 
based matching scheme, where matching of service 
profiles is purely syntactic. This type of matching 
considers only those services whose syntactic de-
scriptions exactly match the query keywords irres-
pective of semantic relatedness between the terms. 
Therefore, the outcome is either no results or a list of 
irrelevant services. Due to usage of different key-
words, several services having semantically similar 
terminology are excluded from the result set, al-
though they are potentially good candidates for the 
user’s request. Therefore, human intervention is re-
quired in the service discovery process to filter the 
relevant services out of the resultant list. The nume-
rous approaches for web service discovery range 
from Information Retrieval based similarity measures 
to semantic logic-based inference rules [6]. 

The current semantic approaches for web services 
discovery presume the services to be described in se-
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practical limitations of the semantic based approaches 
is that it is not possible to expect all service reques-
tors and service providers to have same understand-
ing of context and to use same ontological concepts. 
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WSDL-S [9] assume request as a web service and ask 
the user to express the request in a formal specified 
language which requires that web service users be 
friendly with these technologies and frameworks. 
Existing Web Services, whose descriptions are writ-
ten in syntax based languages like WSDL, do not 
have explicitly associated semantics in their descript-
tions. Further, it is not feasible to have semantic 
tagged descriptions for all the new services. Thus, it 
can be concluded that annotating semantics to the 
existing services is time consuming, cumbersome and 
nearly impractical. 
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3. Term Occurrence wise weightage: This scheme 
counts the number of times a term has appeared in 
the WSDL profile.

;_ ijij TFOccuranceTerm = )3(
4. Term Frequency wise weightage [43]: In addition 

to the term frequencies counted in Term Occur-
rence weighing scheme; this approach also norma-
lizes the normal term frequencies by the square 
root of the sum of squares of all frequencies of the 
terms present in the WSDL profiles.
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The numerator is the frequency of the word being 
considered and the denominator is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the frequency of each 
unique word. The term weighing (1-4) of all the 
services have been calculated using Rapidminer, a 
free available statistical tool.

After the four weighting matrices have been gene-
rated, these are forwarded to next phase of the frame-
work to merge them with the semantic information of 
the services.

ii. CALCULATION OF INTEGRATED 
SEMANTIC VECTORS FOR WSDL
The semantic relatedness values of all the terms of 
the WSDL profiles are calculated with the dimension 
vector to generate a semantic matrix i.e. ),( nXOmiotis
for  X terms present in the WSDL corpus. Here, dimen-
sion vector },,,{)( 321 nDimDimDimDimnDim 3=
contains different domains for the service set, as 
many times, it is not possible to allocate a single 
category to any service as services may potentially 
belong to more than one category. For calculating 
semantic relationship value between the terms and 
the dimensions, WordNet based Omiotis measure of 
semantic relatedness has been used [15]. Omiotis is 
the first measure of semantic relatedness between 
texts that considers all three factors for measuring the 
pair-wise word-to-word semantic relatedness scores.  
For weighting the semantic path Omiotis considers 
three key factors: (a) the semantic path length, (b) the 
intermediate nodes specificity denoted by the node 
depth in the thesaurus’ hierarchy, and (c) the types of 
the semantic edges that compose the path. Omiotis is 
based on a sense relatedness measure, called SR. 
Semantic relatedness for a pair of terms ),( 21 ttT is 
calculated as follows [15]:

Definition 1 Given a word thesaurus O , let ),( 21 ttT
be a pair of terms for which entries exist in O , let 

1X be the set of senses of 1t and 2X be the set of 

senses of 2t in O . Let
21

,,, 21 XXSSS 3 be the set of

pairs of senses, ),,( jik ssS = , with 1Xsi ∈ and 

2Xs j ∈ . The semantic relatedness of ),,(( OSTSRT
is defined as 

)}},,(),,({{ POSSPEPOSSCMmaxmax kkPkS ⋅

)},({= OSSRmax kkS for all 21..1 XXk ⋅= )5(

Semantic relatedness between two terms 21, tt where 
ttt ≡≡ 21 and Ot∉ is defined as 1 . Semantic 

relatedness between 21, tt when Ot ∈1 and Ot ∉2 , or 
vice versa, is considered 0 .
The experimental evaluation have proved that Omi-
otis measure of semantic relatedness approximates 
human understanding of semantic relatedness be-
tween words better than previous related measures 
[15].The main benefit of integrating Omiotis with 

IDFTF − is that it improvesthe discovery accuracy 
as semantic information contained in the Omiotis is 
merged with the statistical information present in the 

IDFTF − . Details about the Omiotis and various 
terms used here are availablein [15].
The term dimension semantic vectors for all the terms 
of the WSDL profiles are calculated. Further, the 
semantic syntactic integration is applied to generate 
four semantic kernels using different weighing sche-
mes. The semantic relatedness values of different 
terms of the services contained in ),( nXOmiotis is 
merged with the different weighing schemes based 
matrices viz. IDFTF − , Binary , OccuranceTerm _
and FrequencyTerm _ thus generating semantic 
integration kernels of web service description vec-
tors. 
Four kernels are:

1. Omiotis-TFIDF Integration Kernel: The 
),( XmIDFTF − matrix is integrated with the 

Omiotis based Semantic Relatedness Matrix i.e. 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis-TFIDF 

Integrated Kernel:
OmiotisIDFTFIDFTFOmiotis ×= --_ )6(

2. Omiotis-Binary Integration Kernel: The 
),( XmBinary matrix is integrated with the Omiotis

based Semantic Relatedness Matrix i.e. 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis-Binary 

Integrated Kernel:
OmiotisBinaryBinaryOmiotis ×=_         )7(

3. Omiotis-Term Occurrence Integration Kernel: The 
),(_ XmOccuranceTerm matrix is integrated with 

the Omiotis based Semantic Relatedness Matrix 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis- Term 

Occurance Integration Kernel:

FIGURE 1: THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Input: Service set, Query : user query and 
ThresholdUser _ :Threshold value; 

Output: Resultant service set results ;

1. Extractthe terms from the textual documentation, 
arguments, operations and service name from the 
service profiles of the m WSDL profiles through Text 
mining.

2. Assign weight to all the terms in the )(XTerms and 
generate

a) );,( XmIDFTF −
b) ),( XmBinary ;
c) ),(_ XmOccuranceTerm ;
d) ),(_ XmFrequencyTerm ;
3. Calculate semantic relatedness matrix ),( nXOmiotis

for all the terms in the )(XTerms vector.
4. Generate semantic kernel for all four weight 

representations by merging semantic information in 
them:

a) );,(_ nmIDFTFOmiotis −
b) );,(_ nmBinaryOmiotis
c) );,(__ nmOccuranceTermOmiotis
d) );,(__ nmFrequencyTermOmiotis
5. Generate user query semantic vector Query ;
6. For all the semantic description vectors within a kernel 
i) Calculate cosine angle between the Query vector and 

semantic description vectors of semantic kernel.
ii) If )__( ThresholdUsersimilaritysemantic ≥         

Then append service no. and similaritysemantic _
to the results vector
else drop the service.

7. Sort the results and return ranked list of services 
results ;

FIGURE 2: PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed approach is divided into three 
phases:

i. Parsing and weight generation of WSDL 
service profiles 

ii. Calculation of integrated Semantic vectors 
for WSDL profiles 

iii. Semantic matchmaking module for services

i. PARSING AND WEIGHT GENERATION OF 
WSDL SERVICE PROFILES
In the proposed framework, in first stage service 
profiles are pre-processed to generate a set of tokens 
where relevant information under <element name> 
and <documentation> tags of the WSDL service 
profiles is extracted. All these extracted terms are 
stored in )(XTerms vector. These terms are assigned 
weight using the four different schemes used in Infor-
mation Retrieval [44]:

1. Term Frequency–Inverse Document frequency 
weighing ( IDFTF − ) scheme: The IDFTF − is 
used for knowing the rare or important features in 
the corpus:
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considered and the denominator is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the frequency of each 
unique word. The term weighing (1-4) of all the 
services have been calculated using Rapidminer, a 
free available statistical tool.
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four semantic kernels using different weighing sche-
mes. The semantic relatedness values of different 
terms of the services contained in ),( nXOmiotis is 
merged with the different weighing schemes based 
matrices viz. IDFTF − , Binary , OccuranceTerm _
and FrequencyTerm _ thus generating semantic 
integration kernels of web service description vec-
tors. 
Four kernels are:

1. Omiotis-TFIDF Integration Kernel: The 
),( XmIDFTF − matrix is integrated with the 

Omiotis based Semantic Relatedness Matrix i.e. 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis-TFIDF 

Integrated Kernel:
OmiotisIDFTFIDFTFOmiotis ×= --_ )6(

2. Omiotis-Binary Integration Kernel: The 
),( XmBinary matrix is integrated with the Omiotis

based Semantic Relatedness Matrix i.e. 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis-Binary 

Integrated Kernel:
OmiotisBinaryBinaryOmiotis ×=_         )7(

3. Omiotis-Term Occurrence Integration Kernel: The 
),(_ XmOccuranceTerm matrix is integrated with 

the Omiotis based Semantic Relatedness Matrix 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis- Term 

Occurance Integration Kernel:

FIGURE 1: THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Input: Service set, Query : user query and 
ThresholdUser _ :Threshold value; 

Output: Resultant service set results ;

1. Extractthe terms from the textual documentation, 
arguments, operations and service name from the 
service profiles of the m WSDL profiles through Text 
mining.

2. Assign weight to all the terms in the )(XTerms and 
generate

a) );,( XmIDFTF −
b) ),( XmBinary ;
c) ),(_ XmOccuranceTerm ;
d) ),(_ XmFrequencyTerm ;
3. Calculate semantic relatedness matrix ),( nXOmiotis

for all the terms in the )(XTerms vector.
4. Generate semantic kernel for all four weight 

representations by merging semantic information in 
them:

a) );,(_ nmIDFTFOmiotis −
b) );,(_ nmBinaryOmiotis
c) );,(__ nmOccuranceTermOmiotis
d) );,(__ nmFrequencyTermOmiotis
5. Generate user query semantic vector Query ;
6. For all the semantic description vectors within a kernel 
i) Calculate cosine angle between the Query vector and 

semantic description vectors of semantic kernel.
ii) If )__( ThresholdUsersimilaritysemantic ≥         

Then append service no. and similaritysemantic _
to the results vector
else drop the service.

7. Sort the results and return ranked list of services 
results ;

FIGURE 2: PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed approach is divided into three 
phases:

i. Parsing and weight generation of WSDL 
service profiles 

ii. Calculation of integrated Semantic vectors 
for WSDL profiles 

iii. Semantic matchmaking module for services

i. PARSING AND WEIGHT GENERATION OF 
WSDL SERVICE PROFILES
In the proposed framework, in first stage service 
profiles are pre-processed to generate a set of tokens 
where relevant information under <element name> 
and <documentation> tags of the WSDL service 
profiles is extracted. All these extracted terms are 
stored in )(XTerms vector. These terms are assigned 
weight using the four different schemes used in Infor-
mation Retrieval [44]:

1. Term Frequency–Inverse Document frequency 
weighing ( IDFTF − ) scheme: The IDFTF − is 
used for knowing the rare or important features in 
the corpus:

{ }nj
ijij DT

NTFIDFTF
∈

=− (log* ; )1(

2. Binary Weightage: This kind of weightage scheme 
counts only the presence of a term within a WSDL 
profile. It does not consider the frequency of the 
term. It is calculated as:

;0,0

;0,1

==

>=

ijij

ijij

TFifBinary

TFifBinary

)2(
Here, ijTF is the number of times that term j ap-
pears in WSDL profile for service i .
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The semantic relatedness score between the terms 
within each WSDL profile and all the dimensions of 
the dimension vector was calculated using the 
Omiotis measure of semantic relatedness and stored 
in )10,562(Omiotis matrix. Further, the semantic in-
formation contained in the )10,562(Omiotis matrix 
was merged with the statistical information of the 

)562,98(IDFTF − matrix, )562,98(Binary ,
)562,98(_ OccuranceTerm and
)562,98(_ FrequencyTerm matrices. Thus, four se-

mantic kernels viz. IDFTFOmiotis −_ ,
BinaryOmiotis _ , OccuranceTermOmiotis __ and 

FrequencyTermOmiotis __ based on different 
weighing schemes were calculated. Each row of these 
semantic kernels represents the semantic description 
vector for each service.
A total of ten queries were run to test the proposed 
approach on service profiles written in WSDL lan-
guage. The semantic description vector of each query 
was matched against all the semantic description 
vectors for services in each of the four kernels and 

similaritysemantic _ was calculated between the 
queries and the service vectors. The proposed app-
roach allows user to specify a degree of similarity 
matching threshold, i.e. ThresholdUser _ . Therefore,
the services having similaritysemantic _ higher than 
the user specified ThresholdUser _ will be returned to
the user. The proposed approach was run for different 
threshold values of 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9 for filtering 
the semantic value of match. The result of the 
proposed approach on WSDL profiles for ten queries 
in terms of Macro average precision, Macro average 
recall and Macro average F-Score were calculated. 
The results of our approach were compared with in-
formation retrieval based Latent Semantic Analysis 
(LSA),  IDFTF − cosine similarity and Jaccard simila-
rity. Latent Semantic Analysis,  IDFTF − cosine simi-
larity and Jaccard similarity are all standard prevalent 
approaches which are normally considered for com-
parisons in IR research. The detailed results in terms 
of precision, recall and Fscore of top two performing 
approaches for ten user queries are provided in Table 
1. The results were compared with the LSA (dimen-
sions varying from 10 to 60).By looking at the results 
in Table 1, it can be clearly observed that the Macro 
average precision and Macro average Recall of pro-
posed approach are considerably high than the preci-
sion of LSA10 approach.From the results, it can be 
analysed that our approach resulted in more relevant 
results in the final resultant set as the Macro average 
precision and macro average F-Measure of the pro-
posed approach are much better than the results ob-
tained from LSA (dimensions varying from 10 to 50).

The cosine similarities of the query vectors with the 
semantic description vectors of services for all the 
four kernels based on four weighing schemes were 
calculated. The comparative output of proposed app-
roach with other approaches for all the four weighing 
schemes is presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

FIGURE 3: FSCORE COMPARISON FOR TFIDF AND 
BINARY WEIGHING SCHEME 

Fscore comparison using TFIDF scheme: The pro-
posed approach performed better than all other me-
thods with Fscore value 87.9% at threshold 0.5. The 
accuracy improved on increasing the threshold value 
and attained its peak value of 90.9% at threshold 
value 0.8.Latent Semantic Analysis approach for di-
mension 10 performed next to the proposed approach 
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OccuranceTermOmiotis __
OmiotisOccuranceTerm ×= _ )8(

4. Omiotis-Term Frequency Integration Kernel: The 
),(_ XmFrequencyTerm matrix is integrated with 

the Omiotis based Semantic Relatedness Matrix 
),( nXOmiotis to generate a Omiotis- Term 

Frequency Integration Kernel:
FrequencyTermOmiotis __

OmiotisFrequencyTerm ×= _ )9(

Finally, each row of these semantic kernels represents 
the semantic description vector for each service.

iii. SEMANTIC MATCHMAKING MODULE FOR 
SERVICES
In this phase, the semantic query vector for the users’ 
query is calculated using Omiotis measure of se-
mantic relatedness and the query is matched with the 
semantic web service description vectors of the ser-
vices using cosine similarity measure. Thus, a ranked 
list of semantically similar services is generated as 
the output of the algorithm. The services with values 
less than the user specified threshold values are 
eliminated from the output list and remaining
services are returned to the service consumer. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPROACH 
FOR WSDL SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS

The proposed approach was implemented on 98 ser-
vices described in WSDL language; these service de-
scriptions were downloaded from the Internet [45, 
46]. These services were chosen from various do-
mains like weather, stock, vehicle, food etc. The pro-
posed algorithm has been evaluated using Precision, 
Recall and Fscore. Accordingly, set of relevant servi-
ces for each query were defined and the framework 
was tested using ten queries with different user spe-
cified threshold values. The textual documentation, 
arguments, operations and service name from the ser-
vice profiles were extracted out. After pre-processing, 
562 terms were extracted from the WSDL profiles 
and stored in )562(Terms vector. Further, for all the 562
terms in the )562(Terms vector, the )562,98(IDFTF −
matrix, )562,98(Binary , )562,98(_ OccuranceTerm
and )562,98(_ FrequencyTerm matrices were gene-
rated.  Next, the semantic relatedness value between 
all the extracted terms of the services and all dimensions
set )10(Dim was calculated for in the dataset. The di-
mension vector constitutes the following 10 domains:
Dim = {“Automobile”, Book”, “Film”, “Weather”, 
“Food”, “Hospital”, “Hotel”, “SMS”, “Stock”, “Missile”}

TABLE 1. 
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED APPROACH ON WSDL DATA SET WITH LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS AT DIMENSION 10

Weightage
scheme

Threshold 
Value

Proposed Approach LSA Approach
Precision Recall Fscore Precision Recall Fscore

TFIDF 0.5 84.45 92.75 87.93 75.45 92.32 78.36
0.6 87.33 91.63 89.09 78.00 91.61 79.16
0.7 92.09 89.06 90.27 79.00 88.27 77.01
0.8 96.39 87.39 90.95 79.00 85.73 75.02
0.9 97.50 85.91 90.71 80.16 84.62 75.15

Binary 0.5 66.09 92.75 73.78 40.64 71.98 45.88
0.6 76.55 92.03 81.39 40.97 66.14 43.74
0.7 86.48 88.24 86.94 39.72 57.59 40.57
0.8 93.75 83.29 87.78 40.54 54.60 40.66
0.9 98.75 75.91 84.15 54.67 53.83 49.81

Term 
Occurrence

0.5 85.16 92.75 88.31 68.62 92.71 75.42
0.6 86.66 91.84 88.90 69.96 91.81 76.14
0.7 91.55 90.73 90.88 74.17 90.18 78.46
0.8 96.39 87.39 90.95 81.76 77.30 77.17
0.9 97.50 85.85 90.64 89.00 65.89 71.69

Term 
Frequency

0.5 85.16 92.75 88.31 68.62 92.71 75.42
0.6 86.66 91.84 88.90 69.96 91.81 76.14
0.7 91.55 90.73 90.88 74.17 90.18 78.46
0.8 96.39 87.39 90.95 81.76 77.30 77.17
0.9 97.50 85.85 90.64 89.00 65.89 71.69
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The semantic relatedness score between the terms 
within each WSDL profile and all the dimensions of 
the dimension vector was calculated using the 
Omiotis measure of semantic relatedness and stored 
in )10,562(Omiotis matrix. Further, the semantic in-
formation contained in the )10,562(Omiotis matrix 
was merged with the statistical information of the 

)562,98(IDFTF − matrix, )562,98(Binary ,
)562,98(_ OccuranceTerm and
)562,98(_ FrequencyTerm matrices. Thus, four se-

mantic kernels viz. IDFTFOmiotis −_ ,
BinaryOmiotis _ , OccuranceTermOmiotis __ and 

FrequencyTermOmiotis __ based on different 
weighing schemes were calculated. Each row of these 
semantic kernels represents the semantic description 
vector for each service.
A total of ten queries were run to test the proposed 
approach on service profiles written in WSDL lan-
guage. The semantic description vector of each query 
was matched against all the semantic description 
vectors for services in each of the four kernels and 

similaritysemantic _ was calculated between the 
queries and the service vectors. The proposed app-
roach allows user to specify a degree of similarity 
matching threshold, i.e. ThresholdUser _ . Therefore,
the services having similaritysemantic _ higher than 
the user specified ThresholdUser _ will be returned to
the user. The proposed approach was run for different 
threshold values of 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9 for filtering 
the semantic value of match. The result of the 
proposed approach on WSDL profiles for ten queries 
in terms of Macro average precision, Macro average 
recall and Macro average F-Score were calculated. 
The results of our approach were compared with in-
formation retrieval based Latent Semantic Analysis 
(LSA),  IDFTF − cosine similarity and Jaccard simila-
rity. Latent Semantic Analysis,  IDFTF − cosine simi-
larity and Jaccard similarity are all standard prevalent 
approaches which are normally considered for com-
parisons in IR research. The detailed results in terms 
of precision, recall and Fscore of top two performing 
approaches for ten user queries are provided in Table 
1. The results were compared with the LSA (dimen-
sions varying from 10 to 60).By looking at the results 
in Table 1, it can be clearly observed that the Macro 
average precision and Macro average Recall of pro-
posed approach are considerably high than the preci-
sion of LSA10 approach.From the results, it can be 
analysed that our approach resulted in more relevant 
results in the final resultant set as the Macro average 
precision and macro average F-Measure of the pro-
posed approach are much better than the results ob-
tained from LSA (dimensions varying from 10 to 50).

The cosine similarities of the query vectors with the 
semantic description vectors of services for all the 
four kernels based on four weighing schemes were 
calculated. The comparative output of proposed app-
roach with other approaches for all the four weighing 
schemes is presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

FIGURE 3: FSCORE COMPARISON FOR TFIDF AND 
BINARY WEIGHING SCHEME 

Fscore comparison using TFIDF scheme: The pro-
posed approach performed better than all other me-
thods with Fscore value 87.9% at threshold 0.5. The 
accuracy improved on increasing the threshold value 
and attained its peak value of 90.9% at threshold 
value 0.8.Latent Semantic Analysis approach for di-
mension 10 performed next to the proposed approach 
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at different thresholds. The Fscore of cosine simi-
larity was found to be 64.7% at threshold 0.5 and the 
results of jaccard similarity were found to be the 
lowest. 

Fscore comparison using Binary scheme: Again, 
the system performed best for the proposed approach 
at all threshold values.  For binary scheme, LSA app-
roach at dimension 20 performed next to the propo-
sed approach. All other approaches (except thepro-
posed and LSA 10) gave better results at threshold 
value 0.5 whereas the proposed attained peak results 
at threshold 0.8 with Fscore 87.7% and outperformed 
the other approaches. 

FIGURE 4: FSCORE COMPARISON FOR 
TERM OCCURRENCE AND TERM FREQUENCY 

WEIGHING SCHEME

Fscore comparison for Term Occurrence weighing 
scheme: The results of the proposed approach were 
quite promising for all threshold values in this 
scheme. The highest Fscore of 90.9% was achieved at 
threshold 0.8. The LSA approach performed better at 
threshold 0.7 at dimension 10 and for rest of the 
dimensions and approaches, better values were attain-
ed at threshold 0.5. 

Fscore comparison for Term Frequency weighing 
scheme: In this scheme too, the results of the pro-
posed approach were again found to be of highest 
values. Fscore values for this kernel were similar to 
the Term Occurrence weighing scheme. No major va-
riations were seen in this weighing scheme. 

During implementation, it was found that the Fscore  
of the proposed approach outperforms all the other 
methods for all the four weighing schemes. Based on 
the comparative analysis of all the results, it was 
found that the proposed framework is efficient and
easy to use discovery approach, suitable for all kind
of users. A novice user, who is not familiar with con-
cerned ontologies, technology and implementation 
details can easily discover the existing services over 
the internet without any technical overhead. Ambi-
guity, polysemy and synonymy issues of the terms 
used in the service profiles are dealt through Omiotis
measure of semantic relatedness.  This approach ma-
tches the user query to the semantically similar ser-
vice vectors of the semantic kernels according to the 
hybrid similarity score and finally returns a ranked 
list of semantically similar Web services along with 
their corresponding similarity scores. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Keeping in view the fact that the users have very less 
knowledge regarding the underlying technologies of 
the web services, discovery frameworks, description 
languages and implementation details, we have pro-
posed a semantic framework that enables the web 
service discovery based on the combination of se-
mantic and syntactic information of the service pro-
files. A novel approach has been presented which 
takes advantages from measures of semantic related-
ness and statistical models for providing efficient 
means to automate the discovery process of Web 
services. The proposed approach is implemented on 
WSDL services and the experimental evaluations 
have shown that the performance of the discovery 
process can be significantly improved by combining 
the information retrieval techniques with the mea-
sures of semantic relatedness. The proposed approach 
proved to be effective in retrieving more relevant 
results for the user requirements.
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at different thresholds. The Fscore of cosine simi-
larity was found to be 64.7% at threshold 0.5 and the 
results of jaccard similarity were found to be the 
lowest. 

Fscore comparison using Binary scheme: Again, 
the system performed best for the proposed approach 
at all threshold values.  For binary scheme, LSA app-
roach at dimension 20 performed next to the propo-
sed approach. All other approaches (except thepro-
posed and LSA 10) gave better results at threshold 
value 0.5 whereas the proposed attained peak results 
at threshold 0.8 with Fscore 87.7% and outperformed 
the other approaches. 

FIGURE 4: FSCORE COMPARISON FOR 
TERM OCCURRENCE AND TERM FREQUENCY 

WEIGHING SCHEME

Fscore comparison for Term Occurrence weighing 
scheme: The results of the proposed approach were 
quite promising for all threshold values in this 
scheme. The highest Fscore of 90.9% was achieved at 
threshold 0.8. The LSA approach performed better at 
threshold 0.7 at dimension 10 and for rest of the 
dimensions and approaches, better values were attain-
ed at threshold 0.5. 

Fscore comparison for Term Frequency weighing 
scheme: In this scheme too, the results of the pro-
posed approach were again found to be of highest 
values. Fscore values for this kernel were similar to 
the Term Occurrence weighing scheme. No major va-
riations were seen in this weighing scheme. 

During implementation, it was found that the Fscore  
of the proposed approach outperforms all the other 
methods for all the four weighing schemes. Based on 
the comparative analysis of all the results, it was 
found that the proposed framework is efficient and
easy to use discovery approach, suitable for all kind
of users. A novice user, who is not familiar with con-
cerned ontologies, technology and implementation 
details can easily discover the existing services over 
the internet without any technical overhead. Ambi-
guity, polysemy and synonymy issues of the terms 
used in the service profiles are dealt through Omiotis
measure of semantic relatedness.  This approach ma-
tches the user query to the semantically similar ser-
vice vectors of the semantic kernels according to the 
hybrid similarity score and finally returns a ranked 
list of semantically similar Web services along with 
their corresponding similarity scores. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Keeping in view the fact that the users have very less 
knowledge regarding the underlying technologies of 
the web services, discovery frameworks, description 
languages and implementation details, we have pro-
posed a semantic framework that enables the web 
service discovery based on the combination of se-
mantic and syntactic information of the service pro-
files. A novel approach has been presented which 
takes advantages from measures of semantic related-
ness and statistical models for providing efficient 
means to automate the discovery process of Web 
services. The proposed approach is implemented on 
WSDL services and the experimental evaluations 
have shown that the performance of the discovery 
process can be significantly improved by combining 
the information retrieval techniques with the mea-
sures of semantic relatedness. The proposed approach 
proved to be effective in retrieving more relevant 
results for the user requirements.
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